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“Two birds of a feather, a chick and her dad, lived by the shore, in a radical pad. A legend in surfing,
Chick’s dad ruled the Roost. Chick’s dream was to learn every move he produced.”
So begins the story of a little chick and her dad who take to the beach so she can finally learn how to surf. At
first Chick’s mood is foul as she struggles through some gnarly waters, but soon she is catching waves on her
own board and even doing righteous tricks, just like her rad dad!
Filled with cool surf lingo, this sweet rhyming picture book is perfect for summer at the beach and for
celebrating the love between a father and a daughter.

Praise for Surfer Chick

STARRED REVIEWS
“A most expressive chicken makes a splash in this winning title about learning to surf. Dempsey keeps her
groovy, rhyming text tight to create a raplike beat that colorfully describes a young chick’s adventures
tackling the waves. A guaranteed ‘Cowabunga!’”
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

"This is a sweet, spunky story about perseverance and gaining confidence. Acrylic paint and colored pencil
with a hot press watercolor make the sunsets dynamic and bright. Totally awesome!"
—School Library Journal, starred review

“Rollicking, righteous fun.”
–People magazine

AWARD:
HONORS winner: 2012 National Parenting Publications Book Awards
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From reader reviews:

Denise Niemi:

The book Surfer Chick has a lot info on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of help. The book
was compiled by the very famous author. Tom makes some research ahead of write this book. This kind of
book very easy to read you can obtain the point easily after perusing this book.

Vincent Mireles:

The reason why? Because this Surfer Chick is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for
you to snap the item but latter it will zap you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book alongside it
was fantastic author who also write the book in such incredible way makes the content inside easier to
understand, entertaining method but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you because of not
hesitating having this ever again or you going to regret it. This unique book will give you a lot of benefits
than the other book have got such as help improving your talent and your critical thinking means. So , still
want to postpone having that book? If I have been you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.

James Cummings:

This Surfer Chick is great reserve for you because the content which is full of information for you who have
always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it info
accurately using great arrange word or we can declare no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read the
idea hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only provides you with straight forward
sentences but challenging core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Surfer Chick in your
hand like having the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no reserve that
offer you world with ten or fifteen minute right but this publication already do that. So , this is certainly good
reading book. Hello Mr. and Mrs. busy do you still doubt that will?

Tracy Brown:

Beside this Surfer Chick in your phone, it might give you a way to get closer to the new knowledge or
details. The information and the knowledge you will got here is fresh in the oven so don't become worry if
you feel like an outdated people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have Surfer Chick because this
book offers for your requirements readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you seldom get
what it's all about. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this in the hand. The Enjoyable set up here
cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to miss it? Find this
book along with read it from at this point!
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